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objectives
From Molecules to Organisms: Structures 

and Processes
● gather evidence to support explanations of 

cell function.

● understand of the role of macromolecules in 

cells and living systems

● use models to explain the cycling of matter 

and the flow of energy in living systems.

Heredity: Inheritance and Variation of Traits
● use science and engineering practices to 

explain the genetic variation in a population 

and why individuals of the same species 

vary in how they look, function, and behave.

● explain the mechanism of genetic 

inheritance

● describe the environmental and genetic 

causes of gene mutation and the alteration 

of gene expressions.

Biological Evolution: Unity and Diversity
● use the science and engineering practices 

to explain the processes of natural selection 

and evolution.

● communicate how multiple lines of 

evidence support the explanations for these 

processes.

● understand the role of genetic variation in 

natural selection and use probability to 

explain trends in populations with respect to 

advantageous heritable traits in specific 

environments.

Ecosystems: Interactions, Energy, and 

Dynamics
● demonstrate understanding of fundamental 

ecological concepts including carrying 

capacity, biodiversity, the cycling of matter, 

and the flow of energy in an ecosystem.

● develop design solutions for reducing the 

impact of human activities in the 

environment and maintaining  biodiversity.

WELCOME TO

Biology

mrs. lang

overview
Biology: is a science of nature that deals 

with life and living organisms, comprising 

of living structure, function, evolution, 

growth, and distribution.

Science uses observation and 

experimentation to explain natural 

phenomena. 

Students will continue to develop their 

understanding of the four disciplinary 

core ideas in the biological sciences 

throughout the school year. The high 

school performance expectations in 

Biology allow high school students to 

explain more in-depth phenomena 

central not only to the biological 

sciences, but to Earth and space 

sciences and the physical sciences as 

well. These performance expectations 

blend the core ideas with scientific and 

engineering practices and crosscutting 

concepts tosupport students in 

developing useable knowledge to 

explain ideas across the science 

disciplines. 

While the performance expectations 

shown in high school Biology couple 

particular practices with specific 

disciplinary core ideas, instruction will 

include the use of many science and 

engineering practices that lead to the 

performance expectations.



Beginning of class: Take a seat, put your 

phone/headphones away, log on to 

Google Classroom, submit any 

homework assignments, complete the 

bell-ringer, and wait for further 
instruction.

During class: Be an active participant in 

your learning. Listen, collaborate, and 

ask questions. Be respectful to time & 
others!

End of class: Stay in your seat until 

dismissal by Mrs. Lang.

LATE WORK:

Minor (practice) work is accepted late 

with a grade reduction. Assignments will only 
be accepted during duration of current unit.  

Once unit test has been given no work will 
be accepted for the unit. Tutoring is 

available and the teacher may use this as 
an option to make up work.

MAKE-UP WORK:
There is an area in the classroom for 

missed assignments and a calendar in the 
classroom. You will be permitted one day of 

make up for every day you are absent. 
Missed quizzes, labs, and tests will be 
scheduled with teacher. IT IS YOUR 

RESPONSIBILITY TO RESCHEDULE MISSED 
ASSESSMENTS!

NOTIFICATION OF PROGRESS:
Infinite Campus gives the ability for students 
and parents to monitor attendance, grades 

and assignments.  It is important that 
students become responsible for checking 

their grades regularly.  Parents will be notified 
if your grade drops below a 70%C.

This course follows the 

biology department’s 

gradebook setup of 60% 

major grades

(20% is the Final Exam) 

and 40% minor grades.

✔ Biology notebook (non-graphing)

✔ Writing utensil

✔ Red pen

✔ A positive attitude

Class Supply Donations:
The following link is an Amazon wish list for the 

classroom. Link: http://a.co/2npEUUh 

You can also search under:

Mrs. Lang’s Biology Class Wish List in Moore, OK

I will also use Remind, a texting 
reminder service. To receive texts, 
please send a text to 81010 with 

the message: @9f9648

Academic dishonesty will NOT be 

tolerated under any circumstances. 

Cheating, copying, or plagiarism of any 

form will result in the following 
consequences:

grades technologyexpectations

required materials academic dishonesty

be kind
stay engaged

work hard

• failure of the assignment

• disciplinary referral

• parent contact

JUST DON’T DO IT.

Cell phones are not allowed in class and 

should be for EDUCATIONAL purposes 

ONLY in the classroom!.  Students will 

check phones in at the beginning of class 

in a designated area. Wired or Bluetooth 

connected headphones will also not be 

allowed.


